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THESE GIRLS KNOW THE SECItETS

Sitting in the cramped wireless office of an invasion cra.ft, a naval rating

takes down a message from shore. High-pitched dots and dashes ring in his headphones.

He writes hunched in a corner to steady himself against the Channel swell.

Back at base, a slim hand, scarcely moving, flickers over the morse key, Cn

the fourth finger is a small solitaire diamond ring. The girl is too absorbed in her

task to notice the patter of other'keys, as other girls send messages.

This is the ,//T room of a naval operations centre "somewhere on the coast of

Britain"
-
and the girls are Irens, some of the two hundred at this centre who work the

vital communication network.

Through their hands pass about a thousand messages a day. Wrens code and

decode them. They duplicate and distribute the copies. They work the teleiahone

switchboard, -and the teleprinters linked, through the defence network, with all the

important headquarters of the Navy, Amy and Air Force, They act as messengers be-

tween one department and another.

What are they like, these girls who know the secrets? It is impossible to

give a composite picture, that is, if you want the real picture.

For instance, there are the girls who plot the progress of the operation on

giant charts. There is one who worked in a newspaper office before the war. She is

twenty-one and comes from Newcastle on Tyne, Another, aged 23, comes from Devises in

'Wiltshire, the other end of England, She was a clerk.until she joined the "Wrens

nearly a year ago.

In the Y//T section, one of the most popular jobs, incidentally, is a Wren who

was a hairdresser in the little Welsh town of Haverfordwest, Her brother in the

R.A.F, was killed. So she took up the fight where he left off and joined the Wrens,

This is the first time she has been away from her home town.

And so you can go on. Only one thing in common have these girls. It is their

youth. Their'ages range between nineteen and twenty-five.

/Chief Yeoman



Chief yeoman of Signals Charles Ashley, who has been in the Navy for thirty years,

can tell you something about them. From Atlantis convoys he came to this base, and for

the first time in his life found he had a signal staff of women.

"It was a bit of a shock,” he admitted, "but we’re getting along fine. And I don’t

mind telling you they’re doing very well indeed. The only thing that’s missing, here

and there, is the naval language.”

He explained it this way. The girls, never having, been to sea, take longer to

learn the naval names for things and they don’t pick up other peoples’ mistakes quite so

easily. Ashley quoted as an example the Wren 'who came to him with a signal which read:

"Required at 0800 working party of one plus twelve.”

T7hy don’t they'put thirteen instead of one plus twelve,” she asked. "It would

save two words and mean just the same.”

Ashley had to explain that ’’one plus twelve” was the naval way of saying twelve men

with a Leading .Hond to take charge of the party.

■ Those were some of the problems Ashley had to solve whenb7re*s ...took over the.. com-

munications to release .men for -sea service, That was many months ago. Since then the

Wrens have learnt the- naval talk.

The rooms where they work are underground, there is an efficient air-conditioning''

system and *day-light” lamps to make conditions as nearly ’’above ground” as possible.

None of them complain of being underground for long hours each day* In fact, they like

it because it is warmer in winter and cooler in summer. They can 'Work in their shirt

sleeves all the year round.

"Nhat do you do in an air raid?” I asked one of these yrens. ’’Just the same as we

are doing now," she replied. "Ife never think about it, he are always too busy to worry

about what is going on outside.

NAVAL AFFAIRS.

NOTE: photographs obtainable from P.N.A.
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